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The Phoenix believes criminals should pay for their crimes. The system often fails to deliver the
correct punishment. He can redress the balance. In The Lap Of The Gods Olympus battle
vicious gangsters on home soil. The body count rises. Dimitar Marinov cements his reputation as
the most brutal criminal to have set foot on UK soil. Phoenix and Athena attend their first meeting
with Zeus and the other Gods. The Price Of Treachery The Olympians and the Titans are in a
power struggle. A traitor inside Larcombe Manor must be uncovered. There’s new life to protect
as Athena prepares to become a mother. A New Dawn A rogue cosmetic surgeon causes the
deaths of several patients. Drug dealers target even younger children. The school gates are the
latest point-of-sale. The Project’s leaders need to strengthen the organisation after the recent
attempted coup. The Titans may have been defeated, but a new era dawns. The nightmares are
far from over. If you’re a fan of savage, underworld criminals, fast-paced action and intense
characters then you’ll enjoy following the Olympus Project and its fight against evil. Take a deep
breath; once you start you’ll want to keep turning pages until the end.

About the AuthorWithout ever receiving any kind of manga award, Kenjiro Hata’s first series, Umi
no Yuusha Lifesavers, was published in Shonen Sunday Super. He followed that up with his
smash hit Hayate the Combat Butler. Fly Me to the Moon began serialization in 2018 in Weekly
Shonen Sunday. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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NineteenEpilogueCHAPTER 1Saturday, June 29th, 2013“This is modern policing, is it?” thought
DS Phil Hounsell as he watched two police officers walking through the crowds with giant
sunflowers attached to their helmets. Day Three of Glastonbury 2013, and he was visiting the
police command centre at Worthy Farm.The police had been present on the Festival site since
1989; these days, the Festival became a large town in its own right for the few days in June that it
occupied this ordinarily quiet part of Somerset.As a senior detective in the Avon and Somerset
service, Phil was assigned to a myriad of duties in these austere times. Just his luck; this year,
his name came out of the hat for a Worthy weekend.He would rather endure a few hours’ root
canal work or a shopping trip with Erica and the children than this duty. Anything, other than
being at Festival HQ. Despite the well-documented history of mud in years gone by, the weather
gods smiled on Worthy Farm this year.A brief shower last evening did nothing to change the
conditions underfoot. Nor had it dampened the spirits of the great crowd of revellers, hell-bent on
enjoying what had become one of the highlights of an English summer.Phil perused the reports
from the opening days and glanced too at the events of Saturday so far. Everything was ‘par for



the course’. The expected number of searches at the entrances to uncover items that might be
‘used illegally or offensively’. Somewhere in the command centre, or back at Portishead, there
would be a collection of laser pens, fireworks, plus questionable knives and sharp instruments.
With the penchant of festival-goers for a chemically enhanced glow accompanying the music,
you could also guarantee to stumble across a stash of confiscated drugs.The CCTV coverage
was extensive, and throughout the weekend, officers monitored those images for public safety,
crowd management, and crime prevention. Phil tore his eyes away from the mind-numbing
reports and switched back to the screens.He spotted the two giant sunflowers again. It appeared
as if the local lads from the neighbourhood patrol were photographing a couple of scantily clad
females. They looked young; the girls did too.“Nice work if you can get it.” thought Phil.This
‘touchy-feely’ policing was fine and dandy but jibed with Phil’s ‘old school’ approach. Phil wanted
criminals off the streets and banged up, for a long time too, if possible. He had frequently
expressed those views, and his superiors knew where he stood. But, unfortunately, those
superiors also understood precisely where he was going - nowhere.Ever so gently, perhaps
thinking he wouldn’t notice, he felt himself slipping into the long grass. Phil glanced at the young
girls as they wandered on from their brief encounter with the Flowerpot Men and felt every one of
his forty-seven years.“Only three more summers,” he thought, “and I can get the hell out of this
charade. I prefer to be out there in jeans and a t-shirt doing something useful.”Phil was aware
they had plain-clothes officers on the ground plus the uniforms the CCTV images now showed.
Their main targets were thieves and drug dealers. So far, it had been quiet. Fingers crossed it
stayed that way. Phil sighed; he was bored to tears. The stuffy atmosphere in the room was
causing his eyelids to droop. He needed to get up and stretch his legs before he nodded off to
sleep.He searched for a chaperone. No way would you persuade him to go out there alone.
Walking alone around a site populated by well over one hundred thousand people was his idea
of hell. A door opened, and a constable poked his head inside.“I’m on the ice cream run; what
can I get you, Sir?”Phil jumped out of his chair and headed for the door.“I’ll come with you; this
sunshine might not last for much longer. We are in England, after all.”As they emerged into the
sunlit site, close by the farmhouse, Phil checked out his companion, the same age as himself
and yet still a constable. That seemed curious.“Been in long?” he asked.“Since eight o’clock this
morning, Sir.”“No, sorry; I meant been on the job long.”“Eight years, Sir, and a paramedic before
that. I joined the RAF straight from school but didn’t enjoy it much, so I got out and tried various
jobs until I found something I enjoyed. I worked as a traffic warden, a zookeeper, and a security
guard out at Cribb’s Causeway.”All relatively uniform, thought Phil. He had his answer. If his
mother had let him have a dressing-up box as a nipper, he would have got it out of his system by
the time he reached sixteen. He might have made something of his life. The further they walked,
the bigger the crowd became. It proved difficult to stay together.“Over here, Sir,” called his
companion as they neared an ice-cream stall, “what do you prefer?”Phil made his way back
through a sea of people and elected for a choc-ice; not that he particularly liked them, but with its
wrapper, he hoped it gave him half a chance of polishing it off without getting his suit



plastered.“Cheers,” said Phil as his guide handed over the ice cream, “what’s your name, by the
way?”“Wayne, Sir.”“OK, then Wayne, how many orders have we got to carry back to
HQ?”“Eleven.”“Terrific,” Phil could foresee problems.Wayne had made this trip before; he had a
system. Phil spotted the man-bag strapped across Wayne’s chest but didn’t pass comment. Phil
had met several gay officers during his career, and he always resisted saying things that might
get misconstrued. Wayne fished out plastic vending cup holders from his bag. Each triangle was
designed to hold six cups. The resourceful Wayne had modified the openings to accept a cornet
and even a lollipop.“Hey, Presto,” said Phil, impressed at the ingenuity.“E-bay,” said Wayne, not
getting the reference.Phil finished his choc-ice before they reached the command centre. He
held the door open for Wayne and ten, very grateful people inside soon got a measure of chilled
relief from the warm conditions. Wayne started to devour his Magnum. He eyed Phil.“Do you
want to carry on having a walk around, Sir?” he said, with a shiny chin.Phil looked at the
constable. He sensed his desperation to get back outside, mingle with the crowds and listen to
the music. Well, it was marginally better than being stuck in this place.“After you, Wayne; you
know your way.”As they walked back to the site, Wayne gave Phil a running commentary on what
had happened so far and what lay in store for the fans today.“Glastonbury isn’t just the music; it’s
the people too. I got here early yesterday, and things were grim — long queues for the showers
and the toilets as usual. But, by lunchtime, as last night’s hangovers had disappeared and
today’s cider started taking hold, the mood lifted, and you saw a few smiles breaking out on
faces. Then the music starts up, and it’s smiles all the way, no matter what the weather’s
doing.”“How many times have you been here, Wayne?” asked Phil.“This is my twelfth Festival.
I’ve done three as a copper, three as a paramedic and six as a punter.”“I’m impressed,” said Phil,
“I’m a virgin. You’re never going to catch me in a tent; I don’t queue for showers or toilets, and I’m
not a great music fan. I enjoy a few songs I hear, now and then, but I couldn’t tell you who sang
them for the life of me.”“You could always go ‘glamping’ over the far side if you didn’t want to
rough it with the great unwashed,” said Wayne, with a laugh.Phil eased past a swaying teenager
who looked as if his day could only get worse and thought of his wife. Erica would probably enjoy
the Festival experience, but it wasn’t something he wanted to bring up at the breakfast table. He
shuddered as the contents of the teenager’s stomach hit the grass behind him.“No fear. Give me
a warm bed, with a shower and a loo five yards away, thanks,” said Phil.Wayne ploughed on
regardless. He adopted his tour guide persona, for which a uniform was available, and pointed
out various attractions. Based on the crowds, they negotiated as they passed; they were living
up to their name. Wayne interspersed this information with brief reviews of the performances he
witnessed. Occasionally, Wayne shouted these observations over people's heads as the two
policemen zigzagged their way through the vast site.“Over there, you’ve got Arcadia, the giant
spider. After midnight, it belches fireballs into the night sky, and they hold a rave. See that
marquee? It’s where you can queue up to complain that Glasto isn’t what it used to be. The
place is quiet, though. Who’s going to hang around here when you can be having a good time?
Dizzee Rascal smashed it yesterday; he did a crazy set. The Arctic Monkeys sounded great, too–



lots of lights, smoke and lasers. Bill Wyman played somewhere too, but you can’t be in two
places at once, can you?”“Bill Wyman? Wasn’t he with the Stones? Now that’s a band I have
heard before. What happened to them, I wonder?” shouted Phil.Wayne gave him a sympathetic
look.“You don’t have much of a clue about music, do you, Sir. The Stones are the main attraction
tonight on the Pyramid Stage. They’re still belting it out after fifty years on the road. That’s the
Pyramid over there. Can you see the big screen? That big voice and an even bigger smile
belong to Laura Mvula; she’s superb.”Phil Hounsell glanced over towards the stage. At this
distance, he couldn’t see or hear much, but she certainly sounded okay. If only there hadn’t been
so many people walking and talking around them. He was no longer watching where he was
going. The inevitable happened. His shoulder collided with a man moving fast in the opposite
direction with his female companion.“Sorry,” said Phil, turning to apologise for his
clumsiness.The man was arm in arm with his attractive partner; they hardly broke stride. The
man grunted at Phil but didn’t turn around again, and in seconds, the crowds swallowed
them.Phil massaged his shoulder.“You can’t beat meeting the public face-to-face, can you, Sir?”
said a grinning Wayne.“My fault for not watching where I was going,” muttered Phil, as his
shoulder regained feeling.“A smart couple, I thought. My guess is those two come from the same
neck of the woods as Mick Jagger and his entourage, enjoying the benefits of a more glamorous
style of outdoor living. I doubt they put up their tents as I have had to over the years. How the
other half lives, eh?”Phil didn’t reply.“Everything okay, Sir?” asked Wayne. The two men were
now side-by-side and back in step.“The woman is definitely out of the top drawer. But there’s
something about the bloke. Just seeing how he walked and made his way through the crowd. It
was a familiar gait. No doubt I’ll remember in time.”“I never recognised them; if they’ve been on
the telly, I’ve missed them,” said Wayne, slowing as they neared one of the many food stalls.Phil
could smell heaven. He put thoughts of Erica’s caustic comments relating to his growing
waistline and why his shoulder hurt out of his head.“A great idea, Wayne; it’s rude not to check
that these people are providing food to an acceptable standard. We’re truly serving the public for
the next ten minutes.”As Phil and Wayne chose what was very unhealthy but tasty food from a
limited menu, the two festival-goers they had been discussing strode further and further away.
For now, they were unaware of their identity.Annabelle Grace Fox was indeed a lady, as the
policemen surmised. She liked her creature comforts. Her companion that sunny afternoon was
Colin Bailey. His features were subtly altered by cosmetic surgery on two occasions in the past
decade; no way Phil Hounsell would have recognised him even if he had caught his eye as they
bumped into one another.What distinguishes an excellent detective from the run-of-the-mill
plodders is the millions of details they have stored away in those tiny grey cells. Despite his loss
of enthusiasm for the job he used to love, Phil Hounsell still behaved like a dog with a squeaky
Christmas toy. He would search around among those grey cells until he remembered who he
remembered walked that way; and where their paths had crossed. In time, the name would come
to him.Phil and Wayne spent the rest of the afternoon and evening moving across the site,
gradually threading their way closer to the main stage. More by Wayne’s design than any wish on



Phil Hounsell’s part to have his ears battered by the sound system. Wayne loved his music.The
crowd noise grew louder and louder as the main attraction of the day was due to begin. The
Stones were to make their long-awaited appearance.The Phoenix raised itself and belched fire
for the Stones as they took the stage.That was not a metaphor, nor the vigilante killer in the
same corner of the site with Athena. Instead, it was the sculpture of a vast bird perched on top of
the symbolic Pyramid stage. The Phoenix, with its enormous moving wings, announced the
Festival’s return after a two-year absence.Meanwhile, the human Phoenix and his partner
Athena stood in the crowd as the Rolling Stones opened with ‘Jumping Jack Flash’. The
standout songs for Colin Bailey being ‘Paint It Black’, ‘Gimme Shelter’, and the encore ‘You Can’t
Always Get What You Want’. Athena danced with Phoenix for most of the set. She suddenly
caught sight of her and her partner on the big screen as the cameras panned around the crowds
between numbers.Phoenix turned away and shielded his face by moving Athena in front of
him.Phil Hounsell watched the show and listened. He saw the crowd scenes on the screen. Phil
prayed the director of those camera shots wouldn’t pick on him. Phil didn’t need the hassle of his
superiors thinking he was out on a ‘jolly’, enjoying himself when he was supposed to be doing a
proper job.As the set ended and the Festival wound down until the final day, he reflected on what
he had seen; a one hundred thousand crowd, the Stones and lots of fireworks.Phil turned to
Wayne. “No doubt it will be three times as many in ten years that swear they came here. Good
fireworks, though.”“Did you clock that bloke that pulled his girlfriend in front of him when the
cameras picked him out, Sir?” said Wayne. “That seemed odd.”“What did he look like?” asked
Phil, who had to admit, the incident never registered.“I reckon it was that couple from this
afternoon,” Wayne said.“I need to remember who he reminded me of,” said Phil. “I knew he had
something to hide. We’ll keep an eye out tomorrow, and if possible, I want to have a word.”On
Sunday, the day started slowly again, and the atmosphere and the excitement built and built. Phil
was back on duty, and once he checked that everything was shipshape in the control centre, he
went to find Wayne.“Okay, Wayne, anything you can tell me?“A baby got delivered during the
Stone’s set last night; mother and baby doing well. It was a case of ‘Gimme Gas and Air’ rather
than ‘Gimme Shelter’. I understand. Prince Harry visited the ground last evening too, enjoying life
to the full as usual. He was mostly on rum & coke.”“Coke from a bottle I trust?”“So I heard, Sir,”
said Wayne with a smile. “Brucie’s on this afternoon, so that should be a riot.”Oddly enough, Phil
reckoned it might be; you can’t buy experience, can you? The day rocked and rolled along,
without the two policemen catching sight of their ‘person of interest’. As night fell and the final act
took to the stage, The Phoenix belched fire again to welcome Mumford & Sons. Phil resigned
himself to watching them round things off for another year. If they kept to the timetable, it would
end; just before midnight.Phoenix and Athena were still on the site and enjoying a quiet day
together. Athena wanted to revisit the Pyramid stage, but Phoenix preferred his clothes cut from
a heavier cloth. He endured the afternoon’s offerings. Somehow, he persuaded Athena to go off-
piste for a while and take in the Smashing Pumpkins, the Heavy from their home city, and they
even caught a French band with a highly original name, Phoenix.They were too lightweight for



Colin Bailey. Athena enjoyed them; Colin sulked throughout their set, wishing that this Eavis
bloke could have booked Judas Priest or Iron Maiden for the main stage. Great memories of
nights in the Crown from his youth and on tour with Maiden’s Hair in 2010 came rushing
back.While Phil Hounsell and Wayne suffered a bout of indie folk-rock sickness, Athena and
Phoenix made plans to pack their things, empty the yurt and drive back to Larcombe Manor. Just
after midnight, Phil gave up the ghost and said his farewells to Wayne. He drove towards Bath
but never closed the gap between him and Athena in her high-end Range Rover.As Phil put the
key in the door just after one in the morning, he made a note to don his thinking cap on later for
that elusive face.Erica and the kids were fast asleep. Oh well, with luck, that was his last
weekend on Glastonbury duty. So the only thing to do tonight was to get a few hours’ sleep
before that alarm shattered the silence at seven o’clock.CHAPTER 2Monday, July 1st,
2013Getting out of bed on a Monday morning can be challenging.On one side of the old Roman
city of Bath, Phil Hounsell padded to the bathroom, trying not to disturb his wife, Erica. He
glanced towards the two bedrooms where Shaun and Tracey still lay fast asleep. Phil knew from
experience that as soon as they heard him get in the shower, they would scramble downstairs to
snatch a few minutes watching television before they began the countdown to the school
run.Erica usually awoke by half-past seven; either she heard her husband creeping around,
despite his best efforts, or the kids had started arguing over which channel to watch. Once in a
blue moon, she didn’t stir until the alarm on her mobile phone shattered the relative quiet with a
few bars of ‘Sweet Child of Mine’.The routine and order Erica established when she reached the
kitchen got them through this rigmarole every weekday morning. As Phil stepped out of the
shower and gathered his wits and his shaving kit, things downstairs grew calmer by the minute.
Erica had awoken. Phil looked in the mirror, lathered his face and started shaving. His mind
drifted back over the weekend at Glastonbury and to the day ahead at Portishead.Phil attempted
to recall that French phrase that said the more things change, the more they stay the same, but it
wouldn’t come to him. He finished up in the bathroom and wandered back to the bedroom to get
dressed, ready for work. By the time he reached the kitchen, the first coffee cup and his bowl of
cornflakes should be waiting. The tried and trusted routine all over again.Erica would be wide
awake, bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, all set to pack him off to work so she could go to the
bathroom herself. Shaun and Tracey were always eager to tell their Dad everything that had
happened over the weekend and what they expected of him over the coming days. There were
those summer fetes, end-of-year plays and other occasions he was probably due to miss, no
doubt, because of the job.Phil entered the kitchen, and three faces turned to greet him.“Ha-ha.
Cut yourself again, Dad,” sniggered Shaun.“Don’t worry, darling,” said Erica, “there’s another
clean shirt ready in the wardrobe.”Phil sipped his coffee and sighed. Then, as he wolfed down
his breakfast and carried his mug back upstairs to see to his face and change his shirt, it came
to him; ‘plus ca change, plus la meme chose.’Yeah, that was right, he thought, as he drained his
mug. He picked up the car keys, went downstairs, kissed Erica goodbye and waved at the kids,
who had already flopped on the sofa watching the box. He barely noticed the glorious summer’s



day outside the house as he got into his car and headed for Portishead.Elsewhere in Bath, Zara
Wheeler was also experiencing those same Monday morning blues. Ever since that chance
meeting with Rusty on the streets of Bristol during the terrorist attack on the Royal visit last
November, her weekends, her whole life, had been transformed.Gone was the cosy but loveless
time spent with Toby Drysdale, her long-time colleague from her days at Manvers Street police
station. Gone too were the hours spent alone here at home with her cats and a bottle of
Chardonnay, pining over her boss Phil Hounsell. Rusty had changed that.Zara was an intelligent
young woman. She appreciated that Rusty had secrets. In those first few weeks of their
relationship, it had been wonderful discovering things about one another in the bedroom. Zara
had no complaints in that department. Rusty was a robust, athletic and capable lover; they spent
a lot of their time together in bed.Although she wanted to learn so many other things about her
partner, Zara understood that Rusty needed to be sure he could trust her before revealing
anything he did when they were apart. It was clear he was in the SAS or a special ops’ unit that
targeted terror threats on the UK mainland. That much was clear from his presence in Bristol,
where he suddenly appeared to stop her from checking the boot of a suspicious car. Rusty’s
prompt action saved her life.The details of which branch of the secret services he was attached
to were unimportant to her; she just wanted to know he would be coming home to her safe and
well for years to come.One Sunday evening in late January, they had curled up together on the
sofa with a glass of wine.“It’s easy enough to work out why they call you Rusty,” said Zara, “but
what did your parents name you? Are they still alive?”“My mother died when I was twenty-five.
She had cervical cancer. She and my dad split up five or six years earlier. So I’ve no idea
whether he’s dead or alive.”“Really?” she asked, “Aren’t you in touch with him?”Rusty snorted.“I
joined up as soon as I could to escape from the bullying bastard. My father treated my mother as
a servant, not a wife. He was a regular soldier, and he demanded everything in his life be regular
too; mealtimes, sex, you get the picture. If not, she got knocked around. I felt guilty leaving her
with him, but I need to to get away. If I’d stayed, I’d have killed him. So when she wrote to say
she’d escaped and found peace in a women’s refuge, I was happy for her. She never lived long
enough to enjoy her freedom. In her letters, she always used the name she christened me with,
David. That was his name too, which is why I never use it. David Scott. That was me until my first
few weeks as a boy soldier. After that, the red hair branded me as Rusty, and that was good
enough for me.”Zara had cradled Rusty’s head on her shoulder and kissed his closely cropped
hair. More small details emerged over the following weeks as he told Zara where he had been in
his early time in the army. He mentioned operations he had been involved in and made her laugh
at a few of the lighter moments he and his young colleagues shared when they were on leave in
far-flung places worldwide.Eventually, she learned that he applied for the SAS, where his real
soldiering began. Of course, he couldn’t tell her where he had served or what he experienced.
But he could say he was already an ‘old hand’ when he had been in the first intake of the Special
Reconnaissance Regiment in 2005.“This red hair is often associated with people with a short
fuse and a fiery temper Zara. The discipline drummed into me from day one in the army keeps it



under control most of the time. But, now and then, someone winds me up so tight I explode —
every corner of British society suffered at the hands of the idiots that preach liberalism and
appeasement. Even in a proud, action-based organisation like the SAS, some officers should
never have had the honour. These officers are weak and spineless. Instead of getting in amongst
the bad guys and sorting them out permanently as soon as they arrive on the scene, every step
has to be weighed, risk-assessed and rubber-stamped by faceless mandarins before anything is
allowed to happen. We were on a mission deep in bandit country, and I was heading a team of
seven. A sandstorm struck without warning, and two of my lads got separated from the group. A
young colonel sat thousands of miles away, ordered us to pull out. He was still wet behind the
ears and had never seen any real action. He didn’t want to risk us being captured by hanging
around searching for them. He said they were capable of finding their way home. We never left
anyone behind on one of those missions, Zara, never. When we got back to base and debriefed
the confusion, we learned that their bodies were found by the Americans, who had their special
forces on the ground there. My two lads survived for a few days in the searing heat, but they died
when their water ran out. I stormed out of the room after I got the news and tracked down the
superior officer responsible. He ended up in the hospital with a broken jaw, and they dismissed
me from the service. That was back in 2009.”Zara listened in silence to what had been the
longest speech she had heard from Rusty.“I don’t blame you for lashing out,” she had said. “I
joined the police force to make a difference, but we’ve both suffered from the same disease
that’s strangling the fight against terrorism and crime. My career has been ‘on hold’ since I
rescued little Grace from the floodwaters last year. I can’t face being side-lined into crowd control
and pointless PR exercises until I collect my pension.”Rusty had shut down after that for a while.
Zara bided her time before she tried to get him to open up about what he had been doing for the
past three years. Then, over the Spring Bank Holiday weekend, they travelled north to her
parent’s home and spent hours walking in the countryside near her hometown of Durham.“Can
you tell me what you do now, Rusty?” she asked as they stood on a hillside looking across a
wooded valley. The sun was gathering strength and warmth so that gradually everything around
them waking up after a cold and lengthy winter prolonged by the coldest spring for fifty
years.Rusty had gathered his coat about him and thrust his hands deeper into his pockets. He
had known that this day would come. Rusty drip-fed snippets of information to Zara over the
months, and time was running out. He had promised Phoenix that he would resolve the situation
within six months. Rusty had to decide whether now was the right moment. He resolved to
plough ahead.“I work for someone in the private sector. The people approached me a few
months after the SAS showed me the door. This outfit operates how our security services
should, but you need to understand that what I tell you goes no further. It will change your life
forever. You know how I feel about you. I want us to share the rest of our lives. Bringing you into
the fold alongside my colleagues and my superiors is the only way that can happen. Will you
trust me?”Zara stood on tiptoe and kissed him.“If it means we’re together, then I’ll go anywhere,
Rusty. What I need you to promise is that you and whoever you work for aren’t involved in any



criminal activity.”Rusty smiled.“A typical copper to the last,” he said “start with the difficult
question. I can guarantee you that villains and terrorists are most definitely on the opposite side
to my employers. Criminals work outside the law. We work in a somewhat grey area. Maybe that
goes on in an area above the law. But we prefer to consider that the law has become so lax of
late that we are merely operating at its rightful level.”Zara and Rusty had continued their
afternoon walk and spoke nothing more on the matter for a few days. Then, finally, the couple
returned to Bath and were at her home, preparing to return to work the following day. Rusty was
in the shower. The door opened, and a naked Zara joined him.“To what do I owe this pleasant
surprise?” he asked.“I’ve made my decision,” said Zara, wrapping her arms around him. “I’ll hand
in my resignation, and that will set me free from these mundane non-jobs they keep assigning
me. Then, in four weeks, I’m all yours.”Rusty grinned.“I think you can already tell that waiting four
weeks won’t be an option for that young lady.”Minutes later, they were under the duvet, and any
thoughts of resignation forms were forgotten until the morning. As they went their separate ways
after an early breakfast, Zara had driven into the Police HQ at Portishead and started the ball
rolling. She chatted to Toby Drysdale to let him know her decision. She had been nervous about
Phil Hounsell finding out; she wasn’t sure of his reaction. Toby had plenty of questions, and Zara
knew that this would be a familiar pattern over the coming weeks.“Why on earth are you leaving,
Zara? Where will you go? Has someone been head-hunting you already?” Toby asked,
concerned about his friend leaving.Zara had thought long and hard about answering these
questions; she had to be firm in her decision to leave yet guarded about where she was working
next. She needed to be vague on that front but not so ambiguous that it might draw attention to
the possible hidden nature of her future job. A delicate balance, but Zara was confident she
could cope.“I have to leave, Toby,” she had replied “ever since we did the right thing and pulled
baby Grace from that car, They’ve shunted me into a corner. My ambitions for further promotions
and a dream of one day becoming a Chief Constable ended. There’s no way they’ll consider me
for any significant advancement in the future. I’m not sure where I’ll go eventually; I’ll take time
out to go through my options. I reckon I deserve a short holiday.”Zara had asked Toby not to
spread her news around the building. She knew the cat would be out of the bag soon enough,
but every day of the twenty-eight, it remained a secret was a bonus. Zara had downloaded a
copy of Form 232 and provided the required written notice of her intention to leave the
organisation. So far, she hadn’t handed it to her Department Head.Thank goodness that wasn’t
Phil Hounsell these days. Since that night in Bristol and the subsequent fall-out, they spent less
time increasingly in contact at work.After filling in the form, she then took a few days wondering
about Toby’s second question. Where would she go? What would they ask of her? Rusty must
be based somewhere near Bath or Bristol that much she realised. Otherwise, he wouldn’t always
be able to find his way to her house or Portishead without prior warning.The same as her, he
wasn’t doing a nine-to-five job. Now and then, he told her he’d be ‘off the grid’ for a few days. He
never said where. Zara never asked.In a month, they were due to be living and working together.
As Zara had driven home after work that Friday, she had waited for Rusty to drop by so that she



could ask him. That was the evening when the ground fell away from under her feet, and she
wondered what on earth she was getting involved in.The pair had shared a meal and a bottle of
wine, and then as they relaxed listening to music, she plucked up the courage to pose a few
questions.“Can I ask for a few details, Rusty?” she began.“What do you need to know,
sweetheart?” Rusty had replied.“Where will I be working? Will I be able to continue to live here,
or do I need to move? What salary can I expect to receive? What type of work will they expect
me to carry out?“Woah, steady Zara; let’s take these one at a time, shall we? Firstly, you already
know the place where we’ll be working. We’ll live there together, but if you want to keep this
place, rent it out or sell it on, that’s up to you. Based on what I know of the salary structure in the
organisation, I reckon you will receive something around twenty per cent above the figure you
earn now. As for the work, I recommended you for attachment to the intelligence section. The
team there needs strengthening; being a woman will help. We’re thin on the ground in that area
at Olympus. As well as gathering intelligence, we’ll increasingly need a sharp mind like yours to
develop strategies to fight cybercrime and cyberterrorism. Do you think that could keep you
gainfully occupied while I’m off hunting down the villains you identify for me?”A dim light went on
in the corner of Zara’s brain as Rusty was speaking. Then, when he had finished, she jumped up
from the sofa.“It’s Larcombe Manor, isn’t it?” she squealed. “I bloody knew that place was
suspicious. That shower gave me the run around when I was there last September chasing up
that ICO enquiry. So they did have something to hide with that bloke Garry Burns.”Rusty held his
breath; had that been one step too far, too soon?CHAPTER 3Colin Bailey and his partner
Annabelle Fox slept late at Larcombe Manor on that same Monday morning after the
Glastonbury glamping weekend. But, despite the relative luxury of their festival accommodation,
nothing compared to the sumptuous surroundings of home.Since Erebus vacated his suite of
apartments and sailed away to a well-earned retirement in Ibiza, Athena and Phoenix had
remodelled his rooms to suit their taste. But, in deference to the older man’s history with the
Georgian house and the memory of his beloved wife Elizabeth and daughter Helen, Athena kept
a selection of photographs and ornaments on a table next to one of the large windows that
overlooked the rolling lawns leading to the woods on the perimeter of the estate.Phoenix had
been sad to leave his old quarters in the stable block even though compensations were full-time
with his partner. He missed those hours alone with his thoughts he always valued so highly as a
young man; the extra leadership responsibilities within the Olympus organisation were time-
consuming. He yearned to get back to direct action. He longed to have a chance for a little ‘street
cleaning’ — the good old days.There was no going back, though. As soon as Phoenix had been
dragged away from his hidey-hole in the New Year, Athena arranged to extend Rusty’s quarter's
next door in readiness for the planned new arrival. If Zara Wheeler decided to join the
organisation, it was only right they should be together. Athena knew too that keeping Phoenix in
the Manor House, a comfortable distance from the stable block and the operations room
beneath the ice-house, where Zara would be working, was her absolute priority.It wasn’t merely
a selfish wish on her part; she was head of the Olympus Project at Larcombe Manor. A post she



shared with Phoenix, and she was eager to have her partner at her side when they reported to
the upper echelons of the organisation in London. The nuts and bolts of the operation Phoenix
always got involved in must be left to more junior staff. Athena understood too that Garry Burns
and Colin Bailey looked alarmingly alike. Phoenix and Zara Wheeler had a shared history and
needed to be kept apart for as long as possible at all costs. Perhaps in the fullness of time, her
assimilation into the Olympus family would be such that they could reveal his true identity.As
Annabelle Fox and Colin Bailey slept on undisturbed by the Monday morning blues that troubled
many others, on the other side of Bath, DS Phil Hounsell drove to Portishead with bits of tissue
on his chin. All the fun of the Festival was behind him, and another ultimately meaningless
working week beckoned. As his car idled in the building traffic, he dreamt of lazy days of
retirement with nothing more taxing than deciding which shorts to wear or which golden beach
to visit and sunbathe.Meanwhile, Zara Wheeler sat in her car a few hundred yards behind him,
praying that now that the Divisional Commander had signed off on her resignation, the
remaining items on her exit checklist would be dealt with quickly.Zara still promised herself that
short holiday. The shock of discovering that Larcombe Manor was her new home continued to
make her brain hurt. Her decision to leave the police service, though, remained rock solid.God,
how she hated that word. Service my eye. What was wrong with a police force that knew when to
apply a firm hand where needed? But, as the days ticked remorselessly on towards her final
Friday at Portishead, Zara was only too happy to quit that tiresome pussy-footing around behind
her. She wanted to see real progress in fighting crime and ridding the country of all the evil that
strangled it. Working alongside Rusty might well give her that opportunity.Zara had eventually
calmed down after her initial outburst that Sunday evening when Rusty dropped the bombshell
about the Olympus Project. He filled in most of the blanks to appease her and get her to take the
time to think before giving him her final decision.Rusty explained how a wealthy group of similar-
minded patriots joined forces around 2008 because the nation they loved was going to the dogs.
These men and women came up with the idea of masking the Project's true nature with a
charitable organisation treating veterans with PTSD. Larcombe was their HQ in the UK, and it
housed a lot more in its grounds that the Charity Commissioners or visiting local police
personnel never got to see.Rusty had kept quite a few details back. She understood that. If her
final decision was to reject a move to Larcombe, she needed to pursue a different career path.
However, rusty assured her that no matter how the coin fell, their relationship would be
unaffected; it would carry on as it had done for the past six months, with them getting together
whenever their busy schedules permitted.The only difference being that Zara now knew the
secret behind the Olympus Project. That fact was the most significant single cause of the
questions banging around in her brain and leaving her with sleepless nights. Would Rusty keep
her close because he loved her, or did he need to guard against her passing that red-hot
information to her soon-to-be former colleagues? She briefly wondered if she was in any
danger.Zara had dismissed that thought from her mind without question. She loved Rusty
unconditionally and knew that feeling was mutual. Rusty would make it work somehow; of that,



Zara had no doubt. The few days holiday she promised herself gave more than enough time to
sort those Olympus issues out in her head. But, for now, she needed to deal with the last few
tasks on that exit checklist and, if possible, avoid Phil Hounsell before making her escape from
the job she had come to detest.Zara spotted Phil’s car in the car park. He had arrived on the site
already. She parked far enough away to be comfortable that they didn’t cross paths later in the
day when heading home. Then she made her way inside the building to her office. There were
exit interviews on the cards this week with superiors to endure. Also, she needed to finalise her
details with the finance department and then arrange to return the paraphernalia she’d acquired
over the years. Her phone, laptop, ID access badges, parking permits, uniform, warrant card,
pocketbook and other odds and ends must be handed over.Zara knew full well where to lay her
hands on ninety-nine per cent of it already, but a couple of items might need tracking down. She
had very few belongings to gather up and put in a cardboard box. Anything relating to the cases
Zara currently worked on, which these days were few, could be transferred to whoever took them
on after her departure. She peered around her office over the top of her glasses. Zara reckoned
it would be easier to walk away from all this than she’d thought.Of course, she would miss a few
people at Portishead. Toby Drysdale, for one, had been friends for ages, lovers for a brief period.
She gazed across to Angela Chambers once sat and realised how much she still missed her
murdered colleague. She searched through her desk, wondering if a memento remained
somewhere of Angela that she might take back home, wherever that might be so that she was
able to keep her memory alive. But, unfortunately, there didn’t appear to be anything.Her hand
rested on a folder at the bottom of a drawer. Zara knew at once what it contained. That
photograph of Garry Burns. She opened the file and inspected the picture for the umpteenth
time. Should she pass this on to someone? There was no point, really; nothing more had
surfaced via the ICO after Portishead reported back with the results of the interviews she carried
out at Larcombe last September.The ICO had covered their backsides by raising a concern; the
police found little unusual. Water under the bridge. As Zara took one last look at Garry Burns,
she wondered whether he left to go travelling. Perhaps he was out there somewhere putting the
world to rights for Olympus. As she prepared to shred the photograph and her copy of the
paperwork gathered that day, she hesitated.Had she begun to cross the line between sticking to
the letter of the law and aligning herself with Rusty? Along with his colleagues, in that grey area
operating outside and above the law?Zara pressed the button.In his office on the other side of
the building, DS Phil Hounsell caught up on news of yet another ram-raid. Last year there had
been several similar robberies. A gang from somewhere in the country; they had never learned
whether they came from the capital, or the Midlands. They had travelled along the M5 as it
crossed his patch and paid fleeting but profitable visits to a collection of small towns bordering
the motorway.They spent many working hours at the crime scenes. Those had included
jewellers and other stores that stocked high-end clothing. The target might be a relatively
isolated ATM in the smaller towns that they crudely smashed from its housing and spirited away
to be opened and emptied elsewhere. The amounts of money involved varied, but



accumulatively the sum now ran into the millions of pounds. There was increasing pressure from
his superiors to get this gang out of commission. Phil read the details of the recent attack in
Taunton, where dozens of designer handbags worth tens of thousands disappeared from one of
the town centre’s premier stores.Residents described hearing ‘a huge bang’ as raiders hit the
flagship branch on North Street, crashing a car through the reinforced windows of the store.One
local woman from a nearby flat said, ‘I heard a huge crash like a giant door slamming. It was a
very unusual noise, and when I went to check what happened later, I saw police and tape all
hanging around the shop.’A neighbouring camera store owner who lived in rooms above his
business said, ‘I heard a terrible scraping of metal and then the crash. I knew straight away that it
was a ramraid. Thieves have raided the business several times.’The raid took place around half
past four in the morning. The raiders used a stolen Audi to smash through the glass and steal
bags that retailed up to two thousand pounds apiece. Typical of this gang’s modus operandi,
they abandoned the Audi where it lay jammed in the shop storefront and used another stolen car
to cover the trip to the motorway. Officers found a burnt-out Vauxhall Zafira on the road leading
to Junction 25 of the M5.Traffic on the arterial routes at that time of day is light but considering
that the gang could have transferred to any vehicle, maybe a high-performance BMW or even a
people carrier, it didn’t help much. Unless they then drew attention to themselves by driving like
lunatics at high speed. Phil could tell this mob was too clever by half to commit that schoolboy
error.There appeared to be a lot more reading matter on the subject. Phil had already read
enough. The score in the game currently: – Ram Raiders 1 Police Leads Nil.Events that week
carried on in much the same vein. Zara went through all the hoops required to secure a speedy
and relatively amicable release from the job that had become her private hell. Phil Hounsell
continued to search for ways to break down the stubborn defence that the ram-raid gang and the
villains behind the other cases on his desk constructed. The Police score remained resolutely at
nil. Both officers welcomed the weekend with open arms; Zara couldn’t wait for Monday to come
around again so that she could start her last week. But, on the other hand, Phil dreaded the
prospect of more setbacks and stern faces from his superiors.Monday, July 8th, 2013Phil
Hounsell avoided the shaving mishaps at the start of this new week, but it had hardly started
before his mood darkened. Mid-morning on Tuesday hadn’t arrived yet, and disenchantment had
set in already. Phil flicked through the dozen or so items in his in-tray. There were a few reports to
skip-read and sign; holiday requests he would end up rubber-stamping, even though he knew it
promised to leave his team more stretched than usual. Notification of confirmation of Form 232?
What’s this? One lucky beggar must have decided enough was enough at last and handed in
their papers. No doubt off to pastures new for a lot less stress and a good deal more money?
Before he read it, he got up and walked over to get himself a coffee. He checked to see how soft
the biscuits had become in his top drawer and decided they might still be safe to eat. Phil took a
bite out of his hobnob and read.“Bloody hell,” he shouted, almost choking on his biscuit. He
started coughing and gulped steaming hot coffee. That didn’t help matters. “Zara Wheeler?
Where the hell is she off to, I wonder?”Phil raced through the form, searching for details, but they



were few and far between. Her actual leaving date was almost upon them as it seemed as if she
planned on taking a week’s holiday as part of her notice. The Divisional Commander and the
ACC were interviewing her this week. Although they expressed their regret that such an
excellent young officer had decided to end her career, they agreed not to be bloody-minded and
make her work every last minute.Phil sat back down in his chair and reread the information while
finishing his now drinkable cup of coffee. He was confident that her leaving the service related to
her superiors’ response regarding the rescue of that little mite during the floods; it wasn’t her
being pissed off with his reaction after they slept together during the Kelly family trial in Bristol.
Either way, he wasn’t sure how he felt about seeing her go.Ever since he’d clapped eyes on her
in that incident room in Durham three years ago, they had been working closely together. What
happened in Bristol had been inevitable; he could have dealt with things better. He shouldn’t
have insisted they stay overnight in the first place, and he should have resisted her advances
when they returned to the hotel. There had been so many opportunities to do the right thing
before and after the event. Instead, Phil failed to act upon them. Deep down, he knew that was
because he wanted her that night just as much as she had wanted him. Once they got it out of
their system, they had avoided one another as far as possible both in Bath and here at
Portishead.So much so that she had decided to leave. Zara had completed her forms and was
almost through the leaving process without him even hearing a whisper. So much for the
grapevine. Phil Hounsell pushed his chair away from his desk and walked towards the door of his
office. He was determined to have a final chat with Zara Wheeler before the end of the week. He
couldn’t let her slink off out of his life for good without at least saying goodbye.Zara eyed the
small cardboard box on her desk. So far, it only contained her Queen’s Gallantry Medal, a few
certificates for long-forgotten training course achievements and a calendar that Tracey Hounsell
made for her at school. It was for 2012 when she and the Hounsell family were on better terms.
Nevertheless, it possessed that innocent charm that kids convey to each item they bring home
from school after completing a craft project, and Zara couldn’t bear to throw it away just yet.Her
first meeting of the week with the Divisional Commander was thirty minutes away; her door
swung open, and a flustered DI Phil Hounsell loomed in the doorway.“So you’re off on Friday
then, Zara?” he said. “You didn’t think to keep me in the loop, though? What brought on this urge
to leave? Where are you going?”Zara didn’t reply straight away. She wasn’t sure how many
questions he might have thought of on his way across the building to confront her. He may as
well get them off his chest; then, she would decide which ones she chose to answer.The silence
stretched out between them. Finally, it appeared there were no more questions.“I am off on
holiday from Friday; I won’t be returning to Portishead. My career has nosedived because of one
error of judgement, and there isn’t any point in me staying. I detest traffic duties and jobs nobody
else wants; to be lumbered with that burden for the rest of my service is a demoralising prospect.
I need a new challenge.”Zara saw Phil’s reaction to her mention of an ‘error of judgement’; he
couldn’t disguise the discomfort her choice of phrase had caused.“Don’t flatter yourself,” she
said “my day out with Toby and Dave down at Shepton Mallet led to my downfall. I’d do it all over



again. Saving Grace from drowning is the one good thing to come out of my career since I came
south three years ago. Not that it’s any business of yours, but I’m in a stable relationship and my
partner and I will be working together in the private security sector. I’m sure you understand the
word ‘private’ means I can’t divulge where I’ll be working or with whom.”Phil slumped into the
chair near the door.“What the hell happened to us, Zara? What became of Cat and Mouse? We
worked together so well, and I always hoped we’d stay together until my retirement.”Zara allowed
herself a weak smile.“Bristol happened; the Kelly family trial fiasco happened. Angela Chambers
died; the baby Grace rescue took place. The criminals got stronger and stronger while we, the
police, got weaker and weaker. What chance do a Cat and a Mouse have against the Lion or the
Elephant? I can’t stop to chat. I’m afraid. I need to prepare for my interview with the Divisional
Commander. Goodbye, Phil. It was good working with you most of the time.”Zara Wheeler swept
past Phil Hounsell and left the room. She headed for the Ladies, where she spent ten minutes
taking deep breaths and getting her nerves under control. There were no tears. She realised
how much stronger a woman she had become than that frightened little ingenue Phil first met up
with at Durham.DS Phil Hounsell sat all alone in Zara’s office; he had been stunned by her
evident loathing for the way the whole ethos of police work was heading. Phil sympathised with
her on that score; he had been a vocal opponent of the ‘softly, softly’ approach for years. Yet
back in the summer of 2010, Zara insisted that they must work with the system rather than turn a
blind eye to a vigilante killer such as Colin Bailey. Phil had wondered whether Bailey was a
‘necessary evil’ in the society successive liberal governments had created. How cynical and life-
hardened Zara had become since then.He was shocked too to learn that Zara was now in a
relationship. Her colleagues had never said a word here at HQ; he knew how difficult it was to
keep anything quiet on that score in a relatively close-knit community such as Portishead police
headquarters.Most of all, he was gutted that their situation had deteriorated to become non-
existent. How much worse could things get around here? Well, he would find out in a few
minutes.Phil strolled back to his office. He spotted new files in his in-tray and an urgent email
from his boss. Something must have hit the fan at a high rate of knots. The all-important meeting
his boss had summoned him to would give him more than enough to think about in the coming
weeks. Indeed, it would stretch the entire Avon & Somerset police to the limit, and the
repercussions would send tremors across the whole of the country.CHAPTER 4DS Phil
Hounsell joined the rest of the team in the incident room. The Assistant Chief Constable was
present. It must be something big, Phil thought.The rumour mill he was not a party to these days
had already filtered news through to several officers present; a few of them were his superiors,
and even his close colleagues appeared to know more than he did.Phil could tell by their ashen
faces that at least one death must have been suffered on their patch. Maybe being ignorant was
a good thing. While a few late-comers drifted in, he wondered what this all-important incident
could be. If it was another ram raid, then clearly they weren’t talking about a few dozen designer
bags or a couple of trays of jewellery.As soon as the ACC began to speak, Phil sensed that
sickening feeling everyone experiences when receiving terrible news. It was terrible.The story



began a few weeks earlier in Maidenhead, Berkshire, but the police were oblivious to that fact at
this stage. Their officers were merely looking at the first violent attack that the successors to the
ram-raid gang had carried out.The five members of that original outfit were English nationals
who had been in and out of trouble with the law ever since they’d been teenagers. Year in year
out from the early nineties, they turned their hand to various sorts of thieving, with mixed results
— eighteen months in prison, two years on the outside, then another spell in prison. They are
just thieving, never any violence against the person. They used a few harsh words, perhaps to
keep the victims in line, but neither listed an ABH or a GBH anywhere on their CV.They were on
a slow road to nowhere. No qualifications to mention, unless you count getting into your car
inside ten seconds, quick getaway driving skills and being able to strip the lead off the church
roof in the time you knelt indoors taking communion. Deep down, though, if you asked the
policemen who regularly met up with them, they would tell you they might be career criminals
who could be a bloody nuisance, but there was no actual harm in them.The gang didn’t deserve
what happened.They had disappeared two weeks ago, straight after the Taunton job.Several
pairs of eyes had been following them for a while. The watchers soon established the gang’s
modus operandi. They were impressed with the outbuildings they rented from a local farmer
near Windsor. The farmer welcomed the money; it saved him thinking of diversifying for a while.
As usual, times were hard for farmers; if it wasn’t the English weather, then the European Union
and its constant interference got the blame. He didn’t know what the lads used his outbuildings
for, and he cared even less.The gang assembled a fleet of stolen vehicles ranging from family
saloons with quite a few miles on the clock to high-performance, top-of-the-range luxury brands
in one building. They cherry-picked from their stock. They select an alternative model for each
trip along the M4 to join the M5 and pay a lucrative visit to a different West Country town on each
occasion. A trip to ram a shop front, first make a quick getaway, then switch to a more
comfortable ride on the way home.They used up two cars on every job, one left in the shop
during the raid itself, and the other burnt out after the rapid transfer back to the motorway. They
wanted a continuous delivery of expendable transport. That was where the second outbuilding
came into its own. They kitted it out with everything they needed to run a ‘chop shop’. There
were always friends in the game that wanted to offload stolen cars. So the ram-raiders set up a
ready supply from the London region. It proved to be a lucrative trade.The gang did a rapid
turnaround on cars left with them, and after good clean up and welding, they generated dozens
of untraceable vehicles. Several got sold on to contacts overseas in Poland or the Czech
Republic; others became available for those quick trips to the seaside to snatch trays of bling or
carry home an ATM to open in the outbuilding at their leisure.Bulgaria had been a member of the
European Union since January 2007; the British government placed transitional restrictions in
force which over the years had extended, and now many thousand lived in the London area. In
its naïve appreciation of the real effects of unrestricted immigration, the English authorities
imagined these newcomers to be either students or hardworking individuals seeking to improve
their lot. Unfortunately, that naivety resulted in lots of innocent lives lost in this case.Organised



crime in Eastern Europe isn’t something new. Across the region, groups are involved in various
activities, including the trafficking of drugs and humans, kidnapping, prostitution, extortion, car
theft and the arms trade. For example, three years before the EU, in its wisdom, agreed to admit
Bulgaria and Romania, there were more than one hundred organised crime groups in Bulgaria
alone.Among those who travelled to the UK for a fresh start were five men in their late twenties.
Arriving separately during 2011 and 2012 with other family members, they soon got in contact
with one another and resumed the activities they were involved in back home.Dimitar Marinov,
Iliya Todorov, Nikolay Iliev, Georgi Bonev and Zlatko Yankov were thugs. The five men bore the
traditional ‘look’ of a ‘mutra’ or mafia mug. Sturdy and muscular build, they favoured close-
cropped hair and wore expensive dark suits with lots of gold jewellery. They drove around in
flash cars. These things don’t come cheap, even in the UK, and somehow these five found the
funds to manage this without apparently having a full-time job.By the summer of 2013, the gang
became well established in the trafficking trade of drugs and girls. They were amazed at the
appetite for both that the British public demonstrated. Once a thug, always a thug, Dimitar
Marinov decided that he wanted a bigger slice of the pie. He felt it was time to up the ante. After
a couple of years in the UK, he considered the police and the courts ineffectual. Indeed, he
learnt that the whole system was on a tipping point and on the verge of falling apart. He
reckoned that he was ready to introduce the UK to a few activities that worked so well for his
fellow criminals back in the old country.Once Dimitar and his colleagues established the routine
for the ram-raid gang using the outbuildings at the farm, they moved in on them. However, as the
ram-raid gang prepared their vehicles for the next job, they were interrupted by the sound of the
arrival of a JCB mini-digger. At first, they thought it could be the farmer and started to think of
answers to his anticipated questions about what the heck they did with his premises.Four other
men emerged silently behind them, and as the poor devils stared at the driver of the digger,
checking out his suit and dark glasses, a volley of bullets from silenced automatics quickly
dispatched them.“Start digging, Nikolay,” ordered Dimitar Marinov.The compact mini-digger set
to work; one advantage of having lots of spare cash, legally or otherwise, is that you can lay your
hands on just the right piece of kit for the job you need. Dimitar knew that the one-tonne digger
wouldn’t attract much attention from the farmhouse, as that was quite a distance from the barns.
He knew too that it was more than capable of digging two metres into the floor of the barn. So it
was ideal for the task despite the space restrictions. Moreover, the bodies could disappear
efficiently and with a slight delay.Phase one of his plan was complete; he and his gang now
controlled the transport section of the now-defunct ram-raid gang. Phase Two of his project
could begin.Clevedon is a beautiful Victorian seaside town overlooking the Severn estuary. It
takes around one and three-quarter hours to drive there from Maidenhead. So Dimitar chose two
high-performance cars now at his disposal, and he and Iliya Todorov drove the gang members
towards their first target.They weren’t looking to visit the old Pier or stroll along the seafront;
none of the many attractions that entertained visitors to Clevedon throughout the year held any
interest for them. Instead, these day-trippers were interested in one particular spot, The Triangle,



where branches of several banks stood within yards of one another.The gang brought along
extra enforcers for the ride. Anton Dobrev and Boris Tsankov were both experienced assassins.
A little older than the rest of the gang, they were already responsible for over twenty kills
between them in the mid-1990s back in Bulgaria.They made the drive from Maidenhead to
Clevedon in silence. When they got closer to Junction 20 on the M5, Dimitar Marinov checked
with his passengers that they knew what to do. He then called Iliya Todorov and told him to brief
his fellow gang members.The two banks were struck simultaneously at ten-fifteen in the
morning. Dimitar and Iliya remained outside in the cars while the enforcers separated. Anton
Dobrev followed Zlatko Yankov into Lloyds Bank while Boris Tsankov accompanied Georgi
Bonev into the NatWest Bank branch a few yards further up the road. The four men donned
balaclavas as they strode quickly to the doorways.Nikolay Iliev stood on the pavement between
the branches, poised, watching the cars, ready to act if a traffic warden or a policeman arrived
on the scene.As soon as the doors burst open and the gangsters burst into the bank, each man
grabbed a customer and started shouting. They ordered the handful of other customers in the
banking hall to lie face down on the floor. The men told them not to utter a sound. Next, gang
members held guns to their hostage's heads and shouted at the counter staff to open the
security door. They told them to stand away from the tills and that if anyone pressed a silent
alarm, they would start shooting.Within two minutes, they had access to large amounts of cash.
Nobody behind the counter wanted to be a hero. It wasn’t their money. Zlatko and Georgi left the
two assassins in the banking halls to watch the panicked and frightened customers. The two
thugs swept up as many notes as they could, and they prepared to leave. It wasn't about the
money. Their orders had been to get in and out as quickly as possible. The message this raid
gave was always the most critical element of this trip.Zlatko and Georgi then stood at the door of
their particular Bank and glanced out. All appeared quiet so far. Following Dimitar’s instructions,
they then both nodded towards their comrade inside the branch. The assassins shoved their
hostages to the floor and opened fire.The rattling sound of their Uzi’s as they raked the banking
hall was deafening.Seconds later, the four men were leaving. The two cars purred into position
to pick up their passengers. Anton and Zlatko exited the Lloyds branch when a girl from the
jewellers around the corner arrived to pay in Monday’s takings. She screamed as Zlatko cuffed
her with his pistol and grabbed her cloth bag containing close to two thousand pounds. Every
little helped.Boris and Georgi left NatWest without anyone else getting in the way. Nikolay Iliev
remained fully alert as he watched his colleagues piling into the cars. He saw a PCSO shuffling
along the pavement and spotted that she started to take an interest in what was happening.
Claire Ricketts was forty-three, overweight, and married with two teenage children that would
miss her. She had been doing this job for only twelve weeks.Claire took three bullets to the chest
and fell against a charity shop window staring blankly across the road.She found time to call for
help; but she never worked out why a young girl was sobbing her heart out on the steps of
Lloyds Bank, wiping blood from her forehead,A few morning shoppers stopped and stared when
four hooded men ran to two waiting cars across the street. They watched as another big man in



a suit, wearing sunglasses and waving a gun, ran towards the first car and got dragged into the
back seat by a passenger. The vehicles were on their way out of Clevedon before Claire Ricketts
was checked over by a volunteer staff member from the charity shop. The gang rejoined the M5
before any police vehicles or ambulances arrived on the scene. Local officers were shocked to
find one of their colleagues dead on the pavement.At Lloyds and NatWest, the banking halls
were scenes of carnage. The walls and ceilings were pock-marked with bullet holes. The glass
partition that separated the public from the staff lay in smithereens. Management and bank
clerks wandered around shell-shocked and traumatised. All they could see in front of them on
the floor in each branch were dead and wounded customers.When the emergency services
finally entered the banks, they were as stunned as those inside still standing at only a few
minutes after half-past ten. Then, gradually, their training kicked in, and a degree of control was
established.Portishead Police HQ stood less than twenty minutes away. The local station
received updates from their officers on the scene, and news of the double strike on the seaside
town was eventually transmitted to the region’s senior staff. As the full details passed to the ACC
and others, Dimitar Marinov and his gang had travelled more than a few miles on their way back
to Maidenhead. Finally, after eleven o’clock, DS Phil Hounsell and the others in the incident
room heard the latest information on the casualties.The ACC reported that a violent and ruthless
gang struck two banks in The Triangle, Clevedon, around forty-five minutes ago. The cash stolen
had been estimated at less than eighty thousand pounds. The men involved were heavily armed.
Those inside the banks spoke with Eastern European accents; they wore balaclavas and dark
casual clothing. Despite the staff from both branches cooperating fully with the shooters’
demands, they murdered five customers and injured seven more. Another gang member in a
dark suit and sunglasses shot dead an unarmed PCSO as he made for one of the two getaway
cars. A BMW and a Lexus left Clevedon at speed in the direction of the M5.Checks were being
carried out in both directions, north and south. More searches would be undertaken in
neighbouring forces to track journeys made by this vehicle heading for South Wales, the
Midlands, or London via the M4. At this stage, there were no clues to the registration of either
car. Nor did anyone have a reliable description for either of the perpetrators.Phil Hounsell knew
several things without venturing to suggest any of them to his overwrought ACC. Firstly the two
cars would have split up as soon as possible. This crew wasn't going to be conveniently
travelling in convoy, inviting the police to arrest them. Secondly, at least a million BMW’s drove
on the UK roads, if not considerably more. Stopping each one that traffic spotted on the
motorway network wasn’t an option. You might be lucky to spot a pair of hoods in a Lexus
because there were only a couple of hundred thousand of those currently on the roads. Even so,
Phil wouldn’t want to put any money on traffic finding the right car. What a nightmare.As Phil
surmised, Dimitar Marinov and Iliya Todorov had kept well apart on the motorway. They only
stopped on the highway until the next junction and then headed across the country towards
Swindon. Dimitar stayed on the A4 until he reached home territory. The BMW safely tucked away
in the farm outbuilding well before one o’clock.Iliya drove the scenic route via Cirencester and



Oxford, which took somewhat longer, but the Lexus was extremely comfortable to ride in, so his
passengers never complained; in fact, they slept most of the way home. Once they arrived back
at the bar they used as a meeting place, Dimitar ran through their morning’s work.“The seventy
or eighty grand we picked up will be useful,” he grinned “, but the real payback from this attack
might be the millions we could extort from the Head Offices of the two banks. We may need to
find a computer genius to contact the main men at the top. Then we tell them what it will cost
them to stop us from carrying out further attacks. They won’t know where or when we will strike.
What they know for certain is that we’ll not think twice about killing people on their premises. Not
paying up wouldn’t be sensible.”“Do you believe it will be that simple, Dimitar?” asked Nikolay
Iliev. “The police will be lying in wait next time we go to Clevedon.”Dimitar laughed. “You fool,
Nikolay, no wonder you only stand guard and dig holes for me; thinking isn’t your strong point,
my friend. We won’t be calling on Clevedon again. We might hit Bridgwater or Cheltenham next.
Somewhere with more money and more customers.”Dimitar told his team to enjoy their evening.
To spend the money he gave them wisely. He would contact them when he had planned the next
attack in detail and everything set to go. He told them not to worry about the police. They
wouldn’t be bothering them from the few scraps of clues they left behind.At Portishead, the ACC
emerged from the HQ’s building to talk to the press around lunchtime. The media were all over
the carnage, not just locally; this was worthy of national and even international coverage.
Personal stories of those that died were slowly emerging, together with details of injuries
suffered by those lying in hospital beds across the region. One or two were serious, others
merely walking wounded and capable of being interviewed. None of the injuries appeared to be
life-threatening.Claire Ricketts’ family sat at home grieving, with the League of Nations
journalists on their doorstep. But, unfortunately, the nearest and dearest of the murdered PCSO
weren't up to giving them any sound bites for their readers or viewers. The press always hung
around like vultures hovering over a corpse in the desert.Zara Wheeler soon discovered that her
interview with the Divisional Commander and the ACC was on hold. When she heard the reason
for the postponement, she knew that it wasn’t anything to get annoyed or frustrated over. What
happened at Clevedon was horrible. Something that rarely occurred in the UK. It was Dunblane,
Hungerford or a motorway crash in the fog that created this degree of hysteria. The London
bombings in 2005, the terror attacks at the Olympics, or the Royal visit to Bristol last November.It
was hard to accept that the death of one or two people practically anywhere in the country on
any given day of the week didn’t warrant too much media attention. But, once it started to get
near double figures and beyond in an incident, that’s when the public sat up and took notice. On
those days, life didn’t get treated so cheaply.Zara continued to prepare for Friday, and her
leaving do; she contacted her closest colleagues and arranged a venue. It might have seemed
callous to her friends if the men and women she talked with had been members of the public,
but police personnel dealt with the emotions of loss and horrific incidents such as that being
experienced a few miles up the road far too often.Sometimes a few drinks with a friend leaving to
have a baby did the trick. Maybe an old hand retiring after many years’ service merited a trip to



the pub. A few glasses to get over all the stresses and strains of the job was often the best
tonic.As the working day drew to a close, she walked to her car and drove home to Bath. She
spotted that Phil’s car remained on site. The bosses would be there for a while dealing with the
fallout. Zara wondered whether Olympus might have an answer to a problem such as this. Would
they be dealing with it already? She elected not to ask Rusty tonight; he was at Larcombe and
unavailable for a few days. He was giving her space.Zara rang her parents as soon as she got
home. She arranged to stay with them in Durham for a short break. Zara decided to travel up to
see them late on Saturday afternoon. There would be no point tackling that five-hour drive until
her head cleared from the wine she no doubt was going to have on Friday evening. Instead, she
wanted to use that space and time in Durham, with her loving family around her, to put her police
career behind her and to find out if she was ready to commit to an exciting if somewhat uncertain
future with Rusty.CHAPTER 5Wednesday, July 10th, 2013At the Olympus Project HQ at
Larcombe Manor, morning meetings differed little from when Erebus was in charge. Athena and
Phoenix were now at the head of the table, with Annabelle Grace Fox firmly in control.The three
senior Larcombe residents, Alastor, Minos and Thanatos, occupied the seats on the window
side of the long table. They generally arrived earlier than the other attendees. As they lived in
quarters within the old manor house, it gave them a head start, but it was more than that; Athena
knew these three well. They enjoyed being in the appropriate position when Giles Burke and
Henry Case turned up from the ice house loaded with data gathered over the past twenty-four
hours. They aimed to continue to confirm their superior standing in the organisation, justified or
otherwise. Phoenix watched this charade each morning with an amused expression on his
face.Athena understood what Phoenix was up to; she knew what game The Three Stooges were
playing too. However, it was the five attendees of the meeting themselves who were non-
plussed. When Phoenix wasn’t scowling or deadpan, it unnerved them; it didn’t seem
natural.“Good morning, gentlemen,” said Athena. “Can I have your reports, please?”Minos, the
former High Court judge, opened the morning’s business.“The European Court of Human Rights
has ruled that whole-life tariffs breach a prisoner's human rights. Eventually, such sentences
have to be reviewed because the judges have declared that not having any possibility of parole
was inhuman or degrading. But, of course, our government has criticised the ruling; the verdict
stands, but they have six months to consider their response.”“Surely this wasn’t what the authors
of the human rights conventions envisaged?” asked Phoenix. “This is another asinine intrusion
by Strasbourg on our ability to make the punishment fit the crime.”“On top of sticking their noses
in over the deportation of Abu Qatada and giving prisoners the vote, it does cause you to
wonder who’s running the country,” said Alastor.“I think we have the answer to that,” muttered
Henry Case, “and they don’t live over on this side of the Channel.”“If my sums are correct, the
best part of fifty people might profit from this ruling,” Giles commented.“That is our
understanding at this point, Giles,” said Minos. “One can only imagine the public outcry when the
names of those who might see the light of day outside a prison cell become general knowledge.
Sutcliffe, Bamber, Brady and even Rosemary West might, at least, get parole



hearings.”“Anything else on the legal front, Minos?” asked Athena.“Not today,” he replied and sat
back in his chair.Thanatos spoke next.“I’m sure we were horrified by the events of yesterday
morning in Clevedon. What we might imagine being a ‘big city’ crime carried out in a small
seaside town less than forty miles from our doorstep is shocking. What data have we gathered
so far on who may have been responsible?” He directed that question towards Henry Case and
Giles Burke.“Very little that one might call ‘concrete’ information, I’m afraid,” said Giles.Henry
Case continued. “We are re-doubling our efforts to secure the relevant CCTV footage. All our
attention in the ice-house focuses on this matter for now. Giles has access, for instance, to the
number plate recognition programs used by our police services. We tracked no discernible
suspicious mobile phone activity in the Clevedon district yesterday. The gang kept
communication to an absolute minimum.”“This was well planned and professionally executed,”
said Giles. “If we have an Eastern European criminal organisation operating within the UK, they
will have surfaced earlier. Somewhere in our data banks, we shall find the tiny threads of detail
that will lead us to their door.”Phoenix glanced at the two intelligence officers. He hadn’t thought
about it previously. It might appear odd to an outsider that Olympus relied on a Burke and a
‘Head Case’ to run their intelligence section, but these blokes were good. He was confident they
would find clues the police didn’t. He longed for the day when he led a group of agents to takes
these killers out. Unfortunately, that day couldn’t come soon enough; he’d spent far too long
sitting around on his hands waiting to get into action.As he half-listened to Alastor, inquiring
whether anyone knew what had happened to the ram-raid gang active in the same area over the
past year, his mind switched to Zara Wheeler. Phoenix knew she was as sharp as a tack. Her
brain added to the mix over in the ice-house would be very interesting indeed.How would the
boys take to having a female in their midst, he wondered? There was always something to
consider when you held a position of responsibility. He craved the good old days when all he
needed to think of was how to get rid of the next person on his little list.Phoenix concentrated
once more on Henry Case’s response to Alastor’s question.“Regular forays took place from
somewhere in the Home Counties by a group of thieves, who used crude methods to obtain
cash and goods over a lengthy period. We didn’t pay them too much attention as they didn’t
commit crimes we consider being within the Olympus remit. There’s nothing to suggest this
latest attack has any connection whatever. This new outfit might even emanate from a different
part of the country for all we know at this stage.”Phoenix now became fully engaged. He thought
for a few seconds.“Except for one similarity, Henry; the top of the range motors they both used to
get from A to B as quickly as possible. I appreciate that there are loads of Beemer’s on the roads
these days, but coincidences bother me. So, Giles, can you have a look at the CCTV and ANPR
data for the times this ram-raid gang carried out their raids and satisfy my curiosity?”“Certainly.
Phoenix,” said Giles.Athena decided the intelligence section needed to be back at work sooner
rather than later. She suggested they return to the ice-house to follow up on suggestions the
morning session yielded.When the five senior staff were alone, she discussed the first meeting
in London with the top people in the organisation. That was on Friday, July 19th. It would be her



first meeting as Larcombe’s head. Plus, the first opportunity for Phoenix to be present.“Do you
know what’s on the agenda?” asked Thanatos.“It will be a meet and greet, mostly,” said Athena.
“Erebus never received a written agenda; nothing is ever committed to paper. He received a
phone call roughly two weeks beforehand inviting him to attend. He then got another message
up to twenty-four hours before his trip to London, relaying only a few keywords. Secrecy is
paramount. I have learned the time and place, the dress code and that on this occasion, I may
be accompanied by my ‘plus one’.”Phoenix raised an eyebrow.Athena smiled. “Sorry if you’re
miffed at being described as my plus one, Phoenix, but everyone here knows of our situation.
Also, Erebus informed our superiors we were a couple and now shared the responsibility for
Olympus matters here.”“No, Athena, it’s not that when you mentioned a dress code. I hoped to
wear the Rory Gallagher t-shirt and blue jeans you bought me for our Glastonbury weekend.”“Ah,
you might need to keep those for another occasion. Then, you will be suited and booted, and I
shall be wearing one of my best dresses.”Phoenix groaned.“Let’s move on,” said Athena. “Rusty
is missing from this morning’s meeting. We’ve sent him on a fact-finding mission this week and
next. There are two reasons for this. First, his partner leaves her present job on Friday. She is
then taking a week’s vacation; she will decide whether to throw her lot in with Olympus here at
Larcombe during that break. If she does, she and Rusty will live in their quarters in the stable
block, and she can start work in the ice-house. Second, her focus will be to develop our cyber-
intelligence strengths together with Giles Burke. This mission is partly to take his mind off that
situation and to give us a closer insight into the exploitation by landlords of migrants in areas
such as Slough and Ealing.”“How much do we know about this woman?” asked Minos.“How
much does she know of Olympus, more to the point?” bridled Thanatos.“Rusty trusts her,” said
Phoenix, “that’s good enough for me. I prefer to concentrate on what Rusty is investigating out
there in the big, bad world.”Athena allowed a few moments to pass before she continued.“It is
estimated that they have three thousand people living illegally in the borough of Slough alone.
Our thermal imaging cameras have flown over that borough and several neighbouring council
boroughs in the South East to confirm that the incidence of suspected illegal dwellings is fast
becoming a significant problem. Outbuildings often don’t need planning permission as long as
they meet size restrictions and are not for sleeping accommodation. Snap inspections are
forbidden. Councils must give twenty-four hours’ notice before inspections, meaning there’s
ample time for landlords to remove evidence. If caught, the fines are only a fraction of the
monies they can make from the rents they are charging. Any law-abiding residents who get fed
up with such over-development in their area and seek to move away soon discover that their
house value has been adversely affected because of the problem. The odds are that the only
prospective buyer of their property will be a landlord eager to convert their home into another
multi-occupancy money-making machine.”“If this is rife in the South East, then that suggests
there are many individuals involved. So how can direct action by Olympus be deployed to make
a difference?” asked Alastor.“The government position appears optimistic, even in the face of a
hopeless situation. Local authorities want more controls placed on landlords. The response from



the government is that the councils have enough enforcement powers to cope with matters. Our
opinion is that as councils face further stringent cutbacks, then minimal constructive action will
occur as things stand. Rusty will report back with what he discovers at the end of next week, and
we will decide whether Olympus can remove a handful of the main players.”“Happy days,” said
Phoenix quietly.After a few minor issues concerning the movement of agents around the country
to carry out investigative sorties, Athena brought the meeting to a close.“It’s too quiet, Athena,”
said Phoenix when they were alone.“Not in Clevedon, sweetheart,” replied Athena, “that
development concerns me. It begs the question when you consider the sum of money they might
have stolen using different tactics. The violence was unnecessary.”“I see what you’re driving at,”
mused Phoenix. “I was getting too snarled up with the ram-raid gang and how they fitted into this
if indeed they did. Maybe the cash wasn’t the main thrust of these attacks? Surely they don’t
think they can hold a major bank to ransom? So how would they send their demands? I suppose
uploading a video to YouTube might be the modern method. More modern than sending a letter
through the post made up of letters and numbers cut from newspapers and magazines.”Athena
gave Phoenix an old-fashioned look. Why was he always so flippant, especially on such a
serious matter.Athena sighed and added, “My biggest worry is that if extortion is their aim, then
an attack on two banks in Somerset won’t be a powerful enough message to elicit a national
response, even though it resulted in the deaths of six people. There will be more strikes, and the
next one is only days away, another murderous raid that could occur anywhere in the country
and on any target. We cannot assume that financial institutions alone are at risk. No matter how
good our intelligence section is, we are as blind as a bat, along with every police authority in the
UK.”Phoenix stood up and walked to the window. He looked out over the lawns and spent
several minutes thinking.“I wonder what Erebus would have done?” he asked.“That’s the first
time we’ve resorted to that thought since the dear old gentleman left,” said Athena, joining
Phoenix by the window. She considered the photograph of Erebus with his wife Elizabeth that
she had placed on the table. The picture showed them while they honeymooned in Ibiza.“He
would have demanded to know more than the police. Giles would have searched high and low
for the tiniest of clues to the identities of these gangsters. Finally, he might have asked Henry
Case to send a team out to lift a few known Eastern European criminals off the street so he
could interrogate them.”“That’s it,” exclaimed Phoenix. “Let’s assume that the activities of the ram-
raid gang have ceased for now. Where did they get those cars from that they used in the first
place? Did they grab them themselves, or did they have another supply source, perhaps stealing
to order? From what I’ve read, they drove a wide range of cars and vans, each being the right
tool for the job. So I think it more than feasible that they used outside help to get what they
needed, don’t you? If so, and they aren’t making the West Country trips, what have their friendly
car thieves been doing these past weeks? They’re not the sort to go straight and apply for a re-
training course or find a proper job. So I’m wondering whether this new outfit has diverted the
ram-raid gang’s delivery of vehicles to use for their purposes?”“It’s a long shot, Phoenix,” said
Athena, “but I agree it’s worth pursuing. Let’s ask Henry to search out a list of likely lads involved



in this sector of the car trade. At first, we ought to concentrate on the London region. We can’t be
positive that this gang is operating from the capital, but on balance, it’s the most logical home for
our Eastern Europeans. That might seem facile, but we would have heard rumours before now if
they had been in the UK for a decade. They’re too well-organised and too ruthless to be new to
the game. They must be relative newcomers and have managed to stay under our radar so far.
My hunch is that we are searching for Bulgarians or Romanians. Those are countries whose
people have been arriving in larger numbers every year since 2007 when they joined the
European Union.”“I agree,” said Phoenix. “They fit the vague descriptions of the thugs from
Clevedon. Both in their appearance and the language.”Athena tapped the photo frame gently,
“Thank you, Erebus; we’ve missed you.”CHAPTER 6Monday, July 15th, 2013Athena’s prediction
that the next strike by the Eastern European mafia was only days away proved correct.As she
sat eating breakfast alone while Phoenix slept in, her phone vibrated on the table in front of her.
It was the message she was expecting. The keywords that each Olympus leader would receive
before Friday’s meeting.‘Knightsbridge’. ‘Churchyard regular’.So the venue on this occasion was
to be in Curzon Street, just a few minutes from her parents’ London home, thought Athena.
Then, a few moments later, Operation Yewtree popped into her head, and the jigsaw was
complete. She decided to let Phoenix sleep. Plenty of time to fill him in on the details before
Friday.Athena finished her breakfast while considering what to do with him. She knew that he
found this new phase in his life too quiet for a man who needed action to make him feel alive. It
was a dilemma with which Athena was unfamiliar; she had to decide whether to send her
beloved partner on a mission from which he may not return. How could she do that? Athena
wanted him by her side now and in the future. The door opened, and a tousle-headed wretch
slouched into the room.“Ah, you’ve surfaced at last,” she said.“Is there any coffee left in that
pot?”Athena sighed; there must be a worthwhile task to find for the poor mite. Although, he
would probably scare her half to death with the risks he’d take to complete a dangerous mission
for the Olympus cause before he finally became helpful to her as joint leader.As Larcombe
Manor’s residents eased themselves gently into the new week in Portishead, DS Phil Hounsell
sat at his desk, arriving early, hoping for the best, expecting the worst.He tried not to keep
peering into the empty office where Zara Wheeler had once worked. He had to face up to a
future without Mouse as his sidekick. Naturally, he didn't receive an invitation to her leaving do.
Toby Drysdale hadn’t appeared yet this morning to tell him how it went; Toby had less reason to
be on this floor now that Zara had left. Phil realised there was little chance of hearing whether it
had been a riot of fun and drunken laughter or a series of tearful farewells. Phil’s career train was
in the same siding as Zara had felt hers had been. Few people beat a path to his door to pass
the time of day in amicable conversation. It generally involved a senior officer dropping by to
chew him out again for his failure to crack a case.Phil told Erica on Saturday afternoon that Zara
had quit her job. She asked where she would be living and working next, but Phil couldn’t help
her on that score. The couple both agreed not to upset the children by telling them Auntie Zara
wouldn’t be around much anymore. Shaun and Tracey would be off school and on their summer



holidays soon, so their active little minds were due to be fully occupied. The kids would have
forgotten to ask after her by Christmas, with luck. Phil wondered whether he would be so
fortunate.Talking of good fortune, Phil thought, as he looked across the office once more, if he
didn’t get a break on the ram-raiders or this new bunch of thugs soon, he could well be the next
copper on this floor searching for a new job.Dimitar Marinov shared none of the worries that
Athena or Phil Hounsell faced that morning. Instead, he stood in one of the farm outbuildings on
the outskirts of Windsor, checking that everything was in place for tonight. His team was heading
for Cheltenham and a string of three supermarkets in the High Street. They planned on taking
three vehicles on this occasion, each of them seven-seater people carriers. The cars weren’t
particularly new, they couldn’t get described as ‘flash’, but for this job, they were perfect.Dimitar
had no demand for luxury motors this afternoon; they would drive via Oxford, and if it took them
ninety minutes or two hours, it didn’t matter. They only needed to arrive safely and to carry out
the attacks. After that, they could make their way home more quickly if practical. After the raids,
he planned to take the short route to the M5 from Cheltenham and head south to the M4
junction. Unfortunately, the three vehicles split up as they transferred to the London-bound
highway and lost themselves in plain sight as the busy summer evening traffic clogged the
roads.Dimitar had decided to leave Nikolay Iliev behind for this job. There was no need for
anyone to stand guard on the High Street this time. Instead, they could use the Tesco car park
and walk up the street to two other stores. He reckoned on twelve to fifteen minutes maximum to
achieve their goal.So far, he hadn’t considered finding the right person to help him contact the
bank authorities. He didn’t want to risk bringing too many new people in on the campaign. There
could be the risk of loose lips when you didn’t trust everyone in your group like a brother. That
was why he elected to switch targets to go to supermarkets for this attack. After that, there would
be time enough to put other elements of his plans into operation.Dimitar went through the
evening’s timetable for the benefit of the gang members, and then he added, “A summer evening
means there will be plenty of shoppers. So there will be lots of easy targets, and it stays light
later on mid-July evenings. There’s little point in hiding dead bodies and spilt blood in dark
corners. We want people to remember everything they see.”With that chilling remark in their
minds, the five men selected to join Dimitar on this raid knew what he expected of them. Andrey
Pantev had been associated with Boris Tsankov in their home country and was rejoining his old
ally. As a well-practised killer, he was on familiar ground. His driver would be Iliya Todorov.
Tsankov was paired up with the head man Dimitar himself, while Konstantin Hristov had Zlatko
Yankov as his driver. The group of men were heavily armed — the same as for the Clevedon
sortie.The three vehicles set off at five-minute intervals from the farm outbuildings after five-thirty
in the evening. First, they cruised through High Wycombe and successfully negotiated the busy
Oxford ring road. Then, one by one, they drove into Cheltenham, located the Tesco car park and
parked in bays that gave them as speedy an exit as possible. Contact between the three
vehicles must be by walkie-talkie only and kept to a minimum.“We will leave at seven-fifteen,”
said Dimitar on the final transmission, “now… it’s ten past seven. Check.”“Check. Check.” Both



drivers replied that they were in synch and their weapons equipped with full magazines and
ready to go. There were no balaclavas on this job; despite the hot weather, the six men wore
lightweight hooded jackets, dark glasses and baseball caps. The three enforcers hid their
submachine guns in a bag for life that matched the supermarket they were visiting.Dimitar
Marinov left his vehicle with Boris Tsankov and headed for the supermarket doors at fifteen
minutes past seven. Boris stopped at one of the stations and picked up a family-sized trolley,
placing his bag at the bottom.Andre Pantev and Iliya Todorov hurried up the High Street to the
furthest target. Hristov and Yankov crossed the street to the doors of the smallest supermarket
on their ‘hit list’. The three pairs of gangsters used a family-sized trolley when they walked
purposefully around the aisles. Each of the attackers raised the hoods of their jackets over their
heads. They stacked high-value spirits, small electronic gadgetry and a few dozen CDs and
DVDs in their baskets. Dimitar even found a stack of large bath towels that he threw into Boris’s
trolley.Dimitar checked his watch. It was seven twenty-three; they would make their way towards
the checkouts. He nodded to Boris, and the enforcer allowed Dimitar to push the trolley for a
while. He retrieved his bag. As they passed the checkouts and closed on the exit, several staff
members called out for them to stop. A security guard tentatively approached them and pointed
towards the tills.“You need to pay for those items, Sir,” he began.Boris Tsankov cut him in half
with the burst from his Uzi.Dimitar had been right about the aisles being busy with shoppers
enjoying the warm summer evening. The locals came out in force, stocking up on drinks and
planning for a barbeque weekend. He continued to push his heavy trolley out of the doorway
towards the people carrier. In his wake, he heard screams and shouts. Then came the series of
shots he’d been expecting.“Music to my ears,” he laughed. Inside Tesco’s, Boris left three more
people dead and seven wounded. He walked casually out of the store and joined his boss to
unload the trolley. Nobody attempted to stop him or follow him. Phones dialled furiously.The local
police station stood on the outskirts of town, and crime was low in this sophisticated corner of
the world. It was why Dimitar chose it. He wanted people to experience the hell of living in a war
zone and never know whether it was safe to go outside or not.Dimitar ripped open the bath towel
packaging and scattered a few towels over the goods in the rear of the car. Then, he spotted his
four colleagues trotting into the car park, their trolleys loaded with valuable items. He gave
towels to each pair, and then he and Boris drove away. Within a minute, Todorov and Yankov
drove out behind them and headed for the M5 junction.Dimitar Marinov picked up his walkie-
talkie.“Numbers?” he asked.Zlatko replied first, “Five altogether, a couple might make it.”Iliya
Todorov muttered into his unit next.“We got loads of steaks and bottles of cheap wine. You gave
us a crap store to rob. No TV’s to pinch, nothing. Andrey visited two or three aisles to find
someone to shoot. There was just one young girl on her own at the checkout. She screamed so
much that Andrey put a bullet in her throat to silence the cow. No security, just a female manager
in a booth. As soon as she picked up the phone, I shot her. So two dead definitely and three or
four injured.”Dimitar grinned at Boris, “Poor Iliya.”He was still laughing as they merged with the
traffic on the motorway.They unloaded the people carriers in the farm outbuilding two hours later



and wondered how much they had stolen.“I reckon the goods from the three stores totalled less
than eight grand,” said Dimitar, “but the police and the citizens of Cheltenham won’t sleep well in
their beds tonight.”As they locked up and prepared to make their way back to their homes in and
around Maidenhead, Iliya Todorov remembered the steaks.“Those steaks won’t be any good if
we leave them behind,” he said, “we may as well enjoy them since we stole them.”Dimitar
shrugged.“Did you think to grab a bag of frozen chips while you hung around in Iceland, Iliya?
No? I thought not.”Iliya carried the twenty-four sixteen-ounce steaks to his car, where his
passengers waited for him. He had no idea what he would do with them, but he wasn’t going to
let good food go to waste. Finally, Dimitar Marinov and the others left for home. Dimitar was in a
good mood. He wanted a drink and a woman. His passengers had to go along for the ride;
nobody argued with Dimitar.Tuesday morning promised another scorcher. Across the country,
the sun shone, and temperatures soared. In Cheltenham High Street, there were few shoppers.
Police had cordoned off most of the street. There were more members of Gloucestershire
Constabulary in attendance than on Gold Cup day up at Prestbury Park. There had been police
activity there since around a quarter to eight last evening when phone lines had become
unjammed long enough to contact the emergency services.When they arrived, they faced
scenes alien to the officers and paramedics unfortunate enough to be on duty.The police
officers’ superiors over at Quedgeley HQ had been called by their colleagues at Portishead as
soon as they received news of the second attack. They had been expecting a strike on their
patch. The officers knew precisely how they felt; hurt, angry and helpless. Eight deaths were
confirmed in the supermarkets, plus thirteen injured customers, three critical, three serious.
Public outcry gathered impetus. The local radio stations ran phone-ins throughout the day, and
the local TV stations carried lengthy reports late last night and Tuesday morning.“How can this
happen here in Cheltenham?”“Is it safe for me to take my kids to school?”“Why? Why
here?”Nobody had the answers. Cheltenham and Clevedon weren’t London, Birmingham or
Manchester, where gang violence very infrequently surfaced on residential streets; this wasn’t a
large metropolis where terrorists from various quarters might concentrate a bombing campaign.
It was Clevedon and Cheltenham, where the crime rate is low and rarely violent.The question
inevitably posed by one senior citizen from Minchinhampton who rang BBC Radio
Gloucestershire summed up the mood: -“What is this country coming to if gangs can turn up
where they please, armed to the teeth to kill people without blinking an eye? Are we safe
anywhere these days?”If Dimitar Marinov had heard that broadcast, he would have laughed and
clapped his hands. That was precisely the reaction he wanted; he was a psychopath. Instead, he
had spent last night getting drunk and ended up taking two women to a hotel room where they
partied until dawn. While the authorities and the media dealt with the attack on Cheltenham High
Street, Dimitar was sleeping off the effects of his night into the early afternoon.In the incident
room at Portishead, DS Phil Hounsell listened to another debrief from the Divisional
Commander. Avon & Somerset’s police staff had committed as many of their depleted numbers
as they could to tracking last week’s attackers in Clevedon. They had used every traditional



method available to them. Plus, according to the TV shows that featured them, a few scientific
tools were sure to get you the answers to the puzzle in front of you in less than fifty minutes. But,
unfortunately, Avon & Somerset’s detectives had come up with precisely nothing.The killers had
worn balaclavas inside the banks. Descriptions of the four men were vague and contradictory.
However, there was a consensus that the main gunfire came from Uzi’s; that was one helpful
thing TV shows taught the man on the street to recognise. The ammunition used was standard
9mm, available in quantity through all criminal networks and possibly a few perfectly legal
outlets.Neither the car drivers nor the man in the suit who shot PCSO Ricketts featured on any
CCTV images. Interviews with the hostages and the injured victims yielded little. Sometimes a
local copper can talk to a few contacts and come back to HQ and say, the word on the street is…
In this case, these confidential informants could only offer a pathetic - they aren’t from around
here.Phil gazed at a spot just above his Divisional Commander's head. Where would you look to
find Eastern Europeans? Did they have a large community in Bristol that he had missed? Indeed
it was logical to turn towards the capital. However, regardless of whichever country this mob
emanated from, it was a good bet that the vast majority of them settled in London and the
surrounding region. They had heard of streets paved with gold for donkey’s years; it wasn’t likely
they made a beeline for West Bromwich or Exeter.His boss droned on, but Phil was miles away.
Why on earth might anywhere on the M5 be the starting point for the gang? That made no
sense. If they drove from London and then joined the M5, they could reach any destination in
Somerset or Gloucester in a couple of hours. It might be a possibility for the ram-raiders if they
were Brits, but not this mob.“Do you have anything to add, DS Hounsell?” asked the DC, spotting
that Phil was in a world of his own.“In what respect, Sir,” spluttered Phil.“I propose we start
patrols on the M5 carrying out rolling ANPR checks to see if we can’t spot these cars the devils
are using.”“An utter waste of time, Sir, with respect, even if we had the workforce, the vehicles
and the budget for the equipment. They don’t come from our patch or anywhere close. This mob
comes from near London.”“Oh, really, and on what do you base this fanciful idea?”Phil knew as
soon as he opened his mouth, he would regret it. But he had committed himself. He was thinking
on his feet as he had with Zara and before that with the ill-fated SOCA a decade ago.“Because
of their nationality. Since our borders have been open to more and more Europeans and other
nationalities, three-quarters of every group migrated here will have stayed in or around London.
The gang has probably been there for around two years. If they were active in day-to-day crime
and not too clever, they would have been arrested by now. This gang has at least one member
who is very clever indeed. I believe they’ve been establishing a criminal network, gathering
strength as they recruit more migrants. We should work with the Metropolitan Police. See if they
have any intelligence on gangs working with the trafficking and supply of drugs, trafficking, and
supply of women; gangs that have been untouchable so far. We could check to see if there’s any
possibility there could be one gang they’ve suspected, but they have not identified so far. One
rumoured to be hoping to branch out.”The room fell silent.“Thank you for your input, DS
Hounsell,” said the Divisional Commander with a smirk.Phil looked around the room. Most



people were staring at the floor; nobody wanted to catch his eye. But, strangely, the more he let
his mind run loose on his ideas, the more he convinced himself he was on the right track.The
Divisional Commander had one more nail to drill into Phil’s coffin.“We will carry on with the
actions I proposed. If these villains return to our patch, I trust we will find them. I have every
confidence in our abilities as a team when we pull together in the same direction. The other
neighbouring forces that may or may not have a part in this search will have to organise their
response how they see fit.”The briefing ended, and Phil went back to his office. So that was how
it was going to be on his patch. His bosses would cover their backsides by assuring the public
they were doing everything they could to find the killers of Claire Ricketts and the others in
Clevedon. But, for the Divisional Commander, the big picture only existed if he was on the front
page of the Western Daily Press celebrating the news of a successful conclusion to this
case.That French phrase he struggled to remember a fortnight ago flashed up in his brain. He
wondered whether he should get a copy framed and hang it on the wall of his office.CHAPTER
7Friday, July 19th, 2013Athena chaired the morning meeting at Larcombe. It started promptly at
nine o’clock and had to end within the hour. However, there were matters to discuss that couldn’t
wait. At ten, she and Phoenix would travel to London in one of the luxury cars from the Olympus
transport section. The pair were then due to attend their first meeting with the others that
comprised the twelve Olympians.There were reports from Henry Case and Giles Burke on the
Clevedon attack to be considered.Rusty had sent a preliminary report on his investigation into
the beds in sheds scandal in Outer London.Minos had an opinion to divulge concerning the new
threat that grew from the Clevedon and Cheltenham attacks. The number of dead and injured
left the nation shocked and anxious. As the anxiety spread in the days after the second attack on
Monday, the whole country took a deep breath and anticipated the next strike. Shopping centres
reported footfall reduced by as much as twenty per cent. On the other hand, online retailers
reported a surge in demand more akin to the run-up to Christmas.Thanatos reported that the
Prime Minister visited Clevedon yesterday morning and Cheltenham after lunch to reassure the
public that these killers would get brought to justice. The local communities have the sympathies
of the whole nation as they cope with this tragedy, he said, and that the public should not panic.
‘This sort of attack is rare; it will not continue unchallenged.’“Fine words and easy to say,” said
Phoenix, “but random strikes such as these are hard to stop.”“Anything further, Thanatos?”
asked Athena.“It is rumoured that with both attacks on their doorstep, the royal couple from
Highgrove will be wheeled out for a visit sometime today.”Phoenix read through Rusty’s brief
report, and as Thanatos had exhausted his contribution for the day, he started to look through
his mate’s primary findings.‘I interviewed a family who wished to move to a new house in
Southall. While they viewed a property in one room, they discovered a young mother with two
kids. They saw mattresses on the floor as there was no space to put in proper beds. Another
family in a bedroom upstairs were in a similar position. This overcrowding is happening across
the boroughs. When I walked around the streets near where they hoped to buy later that
morning, I saw derelict outbuildings and a labyrinth of alleyways. I managed to scale a



padlocked gate and follow one of the alleyways that led to three rundown garages. Each garage
showed signs of being occupied, although nobody was home at that time of day.’“I won’t say I’m
looking forward to Rusty’s final report,” said Athena. “But there’s enough there in this first draft to
justify Olympus taking direct action against a few of the absent landlords. No doubt they’re
raking in the money while these poor souls are living in squalid conditions. The risk of disease
must be high; the safety aspect is not causing these landlords any sleepless nights. The chance
of a fire breaking out in these overcrowded and dilapidated properties has to be huge. We
cannot allow this situation to continue. We’ve got time to fit in a couple more items, gentlemen.
What news from the ice-house?”Giles Burke sat forward and appeared somewhat happier than
earlier in the week.“We found something of interest at last. I’ve lost count of the number of hours
we’ve spent gazing at CCTV pictures of vehicles on the M4 and M5, plus any other main roads
that adjoin them that may be relevant. We followed up on the suggestion that Phoenix made of
the possible link between the ram-raid gang and the East European thugs; these two images
might hold the answer.”Giles passed copies around the table.“The first image is of a BMW 7
Series with a number plate issued at the end of the first quarter of last year. On the M4 close to
Junction 15 on Wednesday, September the twelfth, it was at around a quarter to five in the
morning. The second image is a Lexus CT 200h travelling westward near Junction 10 on
Monday, July the eighth, at eight thirty-two a.m. The dates are significant because a BMW of this
description was involved in a ram-raid last September, and the Clevedon attack last week
included a Lexus. As you may make out, despite the grainy image, both cars carry the same
number plate. It isn’t possible because of the quality of the picture to identify the driver and front-
seat passengers. What I would say is that the Lexus is carrying white males of the larger variety.
The BMW has a short, male driver with a large male passenger beside him with what looks like
dreadlocks.”Phoenix was more than interested in this development.“Brilliant, Giles. That
confirms what I feared. The ram-raid gang were based somewhere this side of London and
operating with an endless stream of cars they swapped around as they wished to cut the chance
of detection. In the past six weeks, this Eastern European mob has taken control. God knows
what they did with them. The two attacks show they won’t have left any loose ends. Surely
someone missed them. Families, friends, even the local police, especially if they were career
criminals, as suggested. Can we follow up on that angle? I doubt that it brings us any closer to
naming the foreign gang, but if bodies are out there somewhere, finding them will, at least, bring
closure to their relatives. When we get back from this London trip, I want to go into this in more
detail, Athena.”“We’ll see, Phoenix,” she replied, glancing at the clock on the mantelpiece. “We
may have other more important things to follow up on after the meeting later today.”“It will need
to be mind-blowing stuff to rank higher than wiping out this bunch of murdering scum,” grunted
Phoenix.“We have very little time remaining,” said Athena. “Alastor, we haven’t heard from you
yet this morning. Do you have any insight into the men who might be behind these latest violent
attacks?”“The raids suggested a high degree of detailed planning and were executed precisely
and with zero compassion. That suggests a leader who is a sociopath or a psychopath. One



cannot decide which with so little data, but my hunch is that he is the latter. The rest of his gang
will be merely puppets who will do whatever he asks of them. One interesting point I spotted on
both occasions. Only one attacker was responsible for most of the gunfire in each theatre. That
indicates their leader has several foot soldiers that have worked for him in other areas where
violence is not the norm. Then, these attacks bring in extra assassins who have a long history of
being paid assassins. It might help us to isolate the nationality of the group and to piece together
potential gang members from immigration records since 2011.”“There are a few things to follow
up on from that, Alastor,” said Athena. “Henry and Giles will add that to the list we’re giving
them.”“We’ll cope, Athena,” said Henry Case, “to bring you up to speed, I shall be receiving
guests over the weekend. The men involved do not know they’re coming to visit me yet. We’ve
selected a couple of dodgy car traders that may have dealt with our dearly departed ram-raid
gang members. They will be able to shed light on the set-up; give us a clue when the ram-raiders
disappeared, and with luck what brand of Eurotrash we’re facing here.”“You said ‘will’ not ‘might’,
Henry,” said Phoenix.“Of course, Phoenix. I have total confidence in my powers of
persuasion.”Phoenix prayed he never had to descend to Level Three in the ice-house for
interrogation. He shuddered every time he recalled his first visit there with Erebus three years
ago. He remembered that the dim lights dotted in the ceiling died and flared with every metre he
walked along the corridor that led to Hotel California. He stood at the end of the hallway with
Erebus by the final door, while behind him, everything remained in total darkness. Phoenix would
have gladly told Erebus whatever he asked. There and then, without Erebus needing to reveal
the horrors that lay within.“Time for us to go, Phoenix,” said Athena, bringing him back to the
bright sunlit room and a haven. “Many thanks, gentlemen. Apologies yet again for having to cut
things short but needs must.”Athena and Phoenix went to their apartment and prepared for their
London visit.“Will we be staying overnight, Athena?” asked Phoenix.“Mummy and Daddy are
enjoying the south of France sunshine at this time of the year. We can use the family home as
our base. We can clean up there, get changed and take a taxi to Curzon Street for the meeting;
then perhaps we can relax and enjoy ourselves over the weekend if there's no objection? I can
get the transport people to pick us up on Sunday evening. I want to be back at Larcombe before
Rusty and Zara move in together. It would be nice to welcome her personally, and it will give us a
chance to debrief Rusty after his investigative mission.”“I have no objections to a day or two’s
quality time away with you, Athena; be aware that I know very well you’re trying to occupy my
mind to stop me pining for proper action. Unfortunately, Zara won’t be getting the full tour when
she arrives. Her key pass will only allow her access to the stable block, Level One in the ice-
house for her work in the intelligence section, the cottages containing the canteen, and the
swimming pool. As for debriefing Rusty, I should prefer to do that if I may; I think we should meet
in the orangery where the old gentleman and I met. It’s where we bonded, and I always thought
of it as a special place.”“Certainly, darling, whatever you say. Yes, I agree with your thoughts
about Zara. We can review her access restrictions in due course. As for the itch you need to
scratch, please be patient. I am trying to identify a proper mission, but you must appreciate that I



can’t risk losing you.”“We’d better get moving; any more of that talk, and we won’t be out of bed
in time for the meeting tomorrow, let alone today,” said Phoenix.Within minutes, they were
packed and ready to leave. The car waited for them outside the front door of the old manor
house when they descended the stairs with their bags. As they drove smoothly along the long
curved driveway towards the gates, they began to relax and sat in companionable silence. Both
were anticipating their first Olympus meeting and what it meant for those that lived and worked
at Larcombe.Phoenix broke the spell first.“What did you make of Alastor’s interpretation of the
leader of this foreign mob? With your security services background, no doubt you are more
equipped to understand these things than a simple man such as me.”Athens laughed.“Let me
see if I can answer that without upsetting you too much, my darling. A psychopath has a
disregard for laws and social mores and a disregard for the rights of others. They fail to
experience remorse or guilt and tend to display violent behaviour. Psychopaths cannot form
emotional attachments or experience real empathy with others, although they often display
charming personalities. They are manipulative and can easily gain people’s trust. On the face of
it, they appear normal to unsuspecting people and are educated and employed in steady jobs.
When committing crimes, they carefully plan out every detail in advance and often have
contingency plans in place.”“What are you trying to say?” said Phoenix.“It’s clear that you share
personality traits, but we can agree that you can form emotional attachments. Just because you
are cool, calm and meticulous in your preparation for a mission, thinking of every eventuality,
leaving few clues for the authorities to pursue, that does not mean you come from the same
cloth.”“Thank goodness for that,” said Phoenix.As they travelled towards the M4 and London,
Athena could not prevent her thoughts from staying to Alastor’s other choice for the East
European gang leader’s classification. Was he a sociopath? How did that fit with Phoenix and
what she knew of him? She understood that sociopathy is more likely the product of childhood
trauma and physical/emotional abuse than nurture rather than nature. Because sociopathy
appears learnt instead of innate, sociopaths can empathise in certain limited circumstances but
not in others, and with a few individuals but not others.What if the cocoon Olympus provided for
Phoenix enabled him to form their relationship and develop a strong friendship with Rusty? Did
he have any strong bonds that he shared with others at Larcombe? Not really; at times, he was
dismissive of The Three Stooges or Three Amigos as he referred to them. Yet, she now found
herself thinking of them in those terms, something she never dreamed of doing before Phoenix
arrived.There was no doubt that Erebus had penetrated that tough outer shell, and the two of
them formed an unbreakable bond of mutual respect. Perhaps she worried unnecessarily.
Something else more personal had troubled her lately, too; her period was late.That was why
she had suggested they stay over in town this weekend. First, she needed to break the news to
Phoenix. She had no idea how whether he would welcome becoming a father again in his mid-
forties, especially after the trauma that surrounded the death of his daughter Sharron.Athena
didn’t know for sure how she felt about becoming a mother for the first time in her late thirties
herself. Until she started comparing those classifications for Phoenix that Alastor ascribed to the



foreign gang leader, she hadn’t remotely considered whether Phoenix might have the defective
genetic makeup that a son or daughter of theirs might inherit. Her mind was in turmoil. So this
crucial first meeting later today couldn’t have come at a worse time.Phoenix sat beside her with
his thoughts. He didn’t disregard the law; he believed in the rule of law. His problem lay with
those who broke the law and then didn’t get punished with what he considered the right severity
level. He didn’t feel guilty, killing any of the people he had. Every single one of them deserved it.
He took no pleasure in it; it needed doing. As for the meticulous planning, that was just common
sense. If he planned his direct actions correctly, then he guaranteed a one hundred per cent
success rate. He wasn’t prepared to accept less.It was true he found it difficult to love someone
after his experiences in his early years when his parents had denied love towards him, but he
adored Sharron, his murdered daughter. He had loved Sue Owens, his second wife and cared
for her when she got cancer until she died in his arms. He loved Athena now without question.If
someone asked him why he continued to want to risk death when he had a beautiful woman who
loved him, Phoenix would grudgingly admit that it was because every person he had ever truly
loved had died and left him. Yet, he kept putting his life on the line because he couldn’t face that
happening again.
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Book Hound, “Good continuation of the series. Good series, good characters. But start from
book 1; it's much better to read it in order.”

usmc-mike, “Page Turner. Outstanding thriller with just the appropriate amount of character
development thrown in. The saga keeps the reader on the edge of their chair and rapidly turning
pages. Looking forward to the next book.”

Moose, “great series!. Wow! I just finished book 6 of the Phoenix series. Having read all six I can
say this is the best series I have ever read. The vigilantes are the good guys and put away in one
manner or another, including disposal, of all manner of criminals. I can’t wait to start book 7.”

Michael Whiteley, “Great Story. A terrific story line that builds with each volume and is held
together by the main characters and their different paths. Despite occasional differences they
are all heading for a common goal. Keeps you reading to find what's next.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Read books 4 thru 6. Having now completed reading books 1 thru 6, and
can recommend all these books for great reading.Read these stories.”

cagey, “Really enjoy the series. This series about an anonymous group that meets out justice is
an excellent read.The author is an excellent writer who is constantly introducing new
characters.The action is solid.”

Pmcfarl499, “Great series that reflects the impact of liberal policies throughout the world. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the the first 6 books in this series. The shadow police work of the Olympus
Foundation captivates the mind and the imagination.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Gripping. Areal page Turner kept me enthralled and wanting more the
author  tells a good tale  now for next one keep  them coming”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another good series.. I only there was a group like this working in the
background. Keeping the streets save for us. Another excellent read fro! Ted Tayler.”

Daniel, “A good read. A really good read.this is my type of book .it would be good if a form of
Phoenix was to appear.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excitement personafide. First class read.Recommended to anyone
who enjoys  an excellent interestingHow it should be world.Justice no further on.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Enthralling. I would recommend these books to anyone who likes
thrillers with a twist.I was hardly able to put them all down,”
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